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This work focuses on the 159.5 kW solar photovoltaic power plant project installed at the
Lappeenranta University of Technology in 2013 as an example of what a solar plant project could be in Finland. The project consists of a two row carport and a flat roof installation on the roof of the university laboratories. The purpose of this project is not only its obvious energy savings potential but also to serve as research and teaching laboratory tool.
By 2013, there were not many large scale solar power plants in Finland. For this reason,
the installation and data experience from the solar power plant at LUT has brought valuable information for similar projects in northern countries.
This work includes a first part for the design and acquisition of the project to continue explaining about the components and their installation. At the end, energy produced by this
solar power plant is studied and calculated to find out some relevant economical results.
For this, the radiation arriving to southern Finland, the losses of the system in cold weather and the impact of snow among other aspects are taken into account.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
ACRONYMS
AC

Alternative Current

AM

Air Mass

CC

Cencorp

coeff

coefficient

DC

Direct Current

mono

monocrystalline

poly

polycrystalline

STC

Standard Test Conditions

TW

Tianwei

ROMAN SYMBOLS
area
energy
height
length
mass
n

number
’’

area density
power
price
hours
Temperature
voltage

GREEK SYMBOLS
Solar panel angle
sun altitude angle
efficiency
density
SUB-INDEXES
after

after installation

el

electricity

3
max

maximum

oc

open circuit

others

all the solar plant but the solar panels

r

roof
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1. INTRODUCTION
Electricity production from solar photovoltaic panels is becoming more common with every
passing year. In this work, it is shown why this is happening and how institutions like Lappeenranta University of Technology make these kinds of projects possible.

1.1

Motivation

Many nations are trying to cut on carbon dioxide emissions by using different methods
and one of them is the production of electricity using CO2 free or almost free energy
sources. Solar photovoltaic as an energy source is one of these and in order to produce
as much electricity as the one demanded by the EU-27 an equivalent area of 20,000 km2
at the latitude of the Mediterranean Sea with 15 % efficiency panels will have to be covered (VTT 2009, 187). This is a large area but so is the electricity demand of the EU-27
and thus this leads us to think that solar radiation arriving our planet is more than enough
to supply us. Of course, the energy produced with solar panels, does not necessarily meet
the demand of society and for this inexpensive storage capacity or net-tariffing possibility
are good allies. However, Lappeenranta University of Technology, as many other buildings everywhere, uses the electricity that is produced locally by its solar panels as this is
produced.
Along with the need and/or willingness of some entities to create their own green energy,
the price development of photovoltaic solar panels in Fig. 1.1 has encouraged the use of
these.

Fig. 1.1. Solar PV panel prices of the last decades (The economist 2012).
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1.2

Solar PV plant in Lappeenranta

The purpose of this work is to show the steps the Lappeenranta University of Technology
followed to have its solar plant installed and in general to explain what possible steps
could be improved for another similar installation in Finland. This work includes many figures to help understanding. Starting from the design phase, in which the location for the
solar power plant was decided and the installation methods were chosen. A Carport on
the parking 6 area and a flat roof installation on the roof of the University laboratories were
chosen as location areas. For the purchase of the project’s components, a public acquisition process had to be followed, for which several demands were placed depending on the
components. The most relevant of these demands and settings are explained using the
solar power plant at LUT as an example. At the end of this work, the installation processes
as well as the economic result are explained.
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2. SOLAR COMPONENTS PURCHASE
This chapter is about the situation of the university’s first phase 159.5 kW solar power
plant and to the process of acquisition of a solar project in general.

2.1

Location

The installation area was chosen for an initial flat roof on the university laboratory roof in
building phase 3 and a carport at the back of the university on parking 6 area. For the first
phase of the project, the size and the place of the installed solar power plants are illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The carport area was already asphalted like illustrated in Fig. 2.2 (a). Fig.
2.2 (b) also shows a closer look to the flat roof area before installation.

Fig. 2.1. Aerial view of LUT prior to installation of the solar plant (Google Inc. 2010, modified)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.2. Areas for solar plant installation. (a) Carport. (b) Flat roof.

2.2

Public acquisition

In the case of a public organization, as it is LUT, and according with the procurement legislation, the purchase procedures of items exceeding 30,000 € have to be accomplished
through a public acquisition (Act on public contracts §15).
It might be interesting not to limit too much a product’s specification, like power or
measures, tender document format (as long as properly designed/ written), delivery ways
or others that might leave potentially good tenders out of this public acquisition. At the
same time, it is very important to define clearly the boundaries of what will or not be accepted from tenders and offers deadline since a complaint process, if not else, takes time.
This public acquisition process had to be followed only for some components in this solar
plants case, nevertheless here can be found the most important requirements for while
submitting a public acquisition for solar panels, supports and inverters.

2.2.1

Solar panels

The solar panels are likely to be the most costly component of the project. For this reason,
by purchasing them before the rest of the components leaves the manufacturers more
freedom to offer the most advantageous panels within their repertoire without other component limitations making the rest of the components dependent on the panel and not
otherwise. For example, the panel’s efficiency in most of the LUT’s solar power plant is
15.3 % but if in a flat roof or ground installation the panel price will drop due to a drop on
its panel efficiency, the whole installation price per watt might also drop. For a carport the
effect might not be the same. If the goal is to optimize the carport solar power plant while
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not changing the dimensions of this, solar panels of better efficiency and most likely more
pricy should be taken into considerations. The result will be a higher price system but a
more profitable final price per watt. This only affects if the carport is part of the expenses
of the carport solar power plant.
Underneath are listed some of the important points to demand from a solar panel.


Surface of the module withstands mechanical load over 5400 Pa. Important for
snow overloaded panels in northern conditions.



Ten years guarantee for ≥90% performance.



25 years guarantee for ≥80% performance. Guarantees to make sure the production behave as calculated in the design phase.



Connector type for example MC4, Amphenol or Tyco Solarlok. To make sure they
can be connected to the later on acquired inverter.

In order to get an idea of the approximated total price per installed watt, the following can
be used for both flat roof and carport.

PanelPr

(2.1)

PanelPrflat roof

panel price

[€/W]

Prothers

total costs minus price of panels

[€]

PanelPflat roof

panel power

[W]

If we assume the offered panel power is 250 W and its price per watt is 0.74 according to
Fig. 1.1 and if the Prothers for the flat roof is 200 €/W, we get

0.74

€
W

200 €
250 W

1.54

€
W

If the price of the carport is included in the carport’s solar power plant, then Prothers for this
is much higher than the one from the flat roof which makes its energy production to be in
economic disadvantage against the one from the flat roof. Equation (2.1) leads tenders to
find out, which of their panels get a better score against a final purchase decision.

2.2.2

Flat roof supports

After the solar panel models have being decided and while having this bit more of information about the panels, the rest of the components might also be summited to a public
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offer and in this situation delivery times might covers a more important role especially if
the panels are paid and waiting in a store. Some other requirements can be


Structure of the supports compatible with the roof surface.



Drilling the roof or not. If the roof installation has a way to be held and/or be drilled
it will save installation time and if it has not, make sure the roof can take the weight
to which it will be imposed.



Maximum weight <X kg/m2. Pitch angle of X degrees. These are closely related
and are explained in chapter 3.1



Their life service would be of at least 25 years. Mind the support materials should
resist local conditions (erosion, winds, solar radiation, etc.).



Modular components for easy and fast installation, for example no need of bolts or
welding unless setting two racks together.

A flat roof installation is not necessarily a difficult one, especially when the measure of the
supports can be easily changed and these can be easily put together as in a modular system with no screws or welding need. Choosing an adequate support can end up saving
installation time.

2.2.3

Carport

The carport can end up costing more per panel area than the panel itself and for this it
should be decided which one to acquire first. Some of the most significant demands could
be


That the carport included all the needed parts and materials excluding concrete
foundations. Foundations would most likely be cheaper to do on site than somewhere else and transport their heavy weights.



Limit the parking place area, for example not less than 2.5 m x 5.0 m and no more
than 2.8 m x 5.5 m.



The minimum height or clearance of the carport has to be for example 3 meters to
make sure snow work vehicles can clear the area during winter.



The construction could be modular with only bolt connections but no need for
welding on site. For faster and easier assembling.

2.2.4

Inverters

There are two kinds of inverters, stand-alone inverter systems and utility-interactive inverters and from these we should be able to choose the one that fulfills better our re-
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quirements. The utility-interactive inverters operate along with the electrical utility grid systems. They convert the DC electricity into AC that can be used by the load and thus, for
this kind of solar plants, it is a good option. (Gevorkian 2011, 71)
We should also decide whether our solar plant energy will be sent to one or more inverters. On one hand, one inverter for the whole plant might save investment costs. On the
other hand, the system availability will most likely suffer at some point when the only inverter will fail.
Apart from the type of inverter, we must choose an adequate place for them. The inverter’s IP class will restrict the places these can be located in. When the inverter’s size will
allow it, these can be situated underneath the roof of the carport, as they are in LUT’s
carport, saving this way cabling and protection costs.
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3. DESIGN
During this design chapter, settings for a solar PV plant giving as examples the solar plant
in LUT is explained. First, the consequences of varying the angle of such installations,
secondly the degradation to which the solar panels are exposed as time passes by and
lastly the losses a PV system can have, again using solar plant of LUT as an example.

3.1

Flat roof supports

The support’s angle is chosen in the design phase and this angle affects on the amount of
solar irradiation the panels will get. The optimal angle for the Lappeenranta area is 41.
The azimuth angle is also important and when possible, 180° (south facing) should be
chosen (NREL 2015).
The university acquired 15° free standing Schletter Alugrid flat roof aluminum supports.
Fig. 3.1 shows some measures from which only the 2.8 m recommended distance from in
between panel rows can be changed if needed. The distance between the rails has to be
the same all the time since it depends on the length of the panel.

Fig. 3.1. Flat roof supports and measures (Schletter GmbH 2013 a, modified)

In order for the supports and thus the panels to be in the best possible shadow free area
and ensure this way better energy production, different values for the 2.8 m row distance
measurement are used. The main sources of shadows are ventilation pipes, roof windows
and walls, Fig. 3.2.
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Fig. 3.2. Sunlight obstacles pointed out with arrows. Components delivery on the lower-left corner
and beginning of installation on the west wing of the flat roof

As free-standing system supports, these can neither be attached to anything nor can the
roof be penetrated looking for subjection, so in this case weight must be added on the bases of the supports. The manufacturer Schletter was provided with information concerning
the installation site and configuration for the solar plant and this made available information about the amount of additional weight each support should have on their bases to
prevent these from slide due to strong winds. Fig. 3.3 shows some settings examples.

Fig. 3.3. Different shapes of panel racks and their additional weight per 15° panel area. Each colored square represents a panel. The yellow areas correspond to the north side which is more exposed to wind lifting forces

The result of the flat roof’s installation after avoiding obstacles and shadow areas is indicated in Fig. 3.4.
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Fig. 3.4. Weight distribution of the flat roof racks. North of each rack always the heaviest (yellow)

3.1.1 Weight on the roof
At this point in the designing phase, the total roof weight had to be considered since adding weight to the racks adds consequently the weight to the roof that has a limit. The university laboratory roof has a maximum permitted weight

of 180 kg/m2. Whether or

not the solar plant is going to be covered or not by snow in winter has to be taken into account in the weight calculations.
The total weight each square meter of yellow area from Fig. 3.4 has after installation,
’’

, is got from (3.1). Weight from wind, extra cable length and their protection casing

and protection mats are left apart in these calculations.

′′

(3.1)

′′

′′

Support density area

[kg/m2]

Panel weight

[kg]

Ballast weight

[kg]

Installation area per panel. From Fig. 3.1. (1.66 x 2.80) m [m2]

′′

20

kg
m

19.5 kg 73.0 kg
4.65 m

39.9

kg
m
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Diminishing this value from the maximum weight per square meter we obtain a maximum
permitted snow weight,

,

, of 140.1 kg/m2.

Now, we need to know what the maximum snow height is before snow work is required. If
settled snow density is 300 kg/m3 (The Science Learning Hub 2009), we can get height
from (3.2).

′′

′′

.

.

140.1 kg/m
300 kg/m

(3.2)
Maximum permitted snow area density

[kg/m2]

Settled snow density

[kg/m3]

0.467 m

This is the roof’s maximum admissible snow high on the yellow areas after the system installation. This amount of packed snow has not being reached in the last two winters the
solar plant has being operative, which so far, means less maintenance costs.

3.1.2

Support’s angle

The optimal angle for each region is the most productive one but this is not always possible. In addition to the possible snow weight depending on the location of the solar plant,
there are other issues that can compromise the tilt angle for the panels. Let us go through
the general results of increasing the angle from the installation angle of LUT’s solar power
plant of 15° to 40° which is almost the optimal angle of the area.
More area. If we look at Fig. 3.5, the panels cast longer shadows (grey color line) forcing
to leave more distance (light blue) in between rows having to use a considerably larger
area for the same installed power. This effect is translated into a much longer light blue
color line though slightly shorter dark blue one.
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Fig. 3.5. Black line for panel’s width, below grey line for area affected by panel shadow, green for
highest point of the panel, light blue for length of the shadow and dark blue for projection of panel’s
width.

Underneath, from (3.3)–(3.5) can be found calculations for highest point of the panel and
length of the dark and light blue lines from Fig. 3.5. In these example calculations we use
the 15 degrees settings adopted in the installation at LUT. For the sake of comparison,
other angle calculations can be found in Table 3.1.

sin

(3.3)

0.992 m sin 15°

Width of the panel

[m]

Supports angle

[°]

0.257 m

cos α
0.992 m cos 15°

(3.4)
0.958 m

Now, the light blue line or the length of shadow behind the panel is dependent on the
highest point of the panel from (3.3) and on the angle of the sun. If we consider solar radiation to be very small when this angle is smaller than 10°, we get

tan 10°

(3.5)

16
0.257 m
tan 10°

1.456 m

The distance in between rows

are the sum of the previous light blue and dark

blue distances. The average area used in the installation of a solar panel or

is mul-

tiplying the row distance with the panel with which is 1.66 m from Fig. 3.5.
Table 3.1. Installation measures depending on support angle and 10° angle of sun from horizon

Support angle [°]

0

10

15

25

30

40

h

[m]

0.000

0.172

0.257

0.419

0.496

0.638

L
L

[m]
[m]

0.992

0.977

0.958

0.899

0.859

0.760

0.000

0.977

1.456

2.378

2.813

3.616

L
A

m] 0.992
[m2] 1.647

1.954

2.414

3.277

3.672

4.376

3.243

4.008

5.439

6.096

7.264

From Fig. 3.1, we can see that the suggested row distance would be 2,800 meters and
this is the length we have taken into consideration when making all the weight calculations. However, from Table 3.1 and for the same 15° settings, the panel row distance is
only 2.414 meters meaning that the sun can get lower than 10° before the panel row to
the south casts its shadow on the one to its north. Also from Table 3.1, if we compare the
15° solar panel installation from LUT with the hypothetical one of 40°, we can see that with
the larger angle the demand of area (7.264 m2) would almost double while installing the
same number of panels. This would leave the flat roof with around half the amount of installed panels with almost an optimal angle deriving this in less energy production but a
cheaper one.
More expenses from supports since rails will have to be longer for the same installed
power increasing this way also installation time, transport costs, rent costs for the ground
and fences. This would result in a more expensive total price per installed watt (€/W).
More production would be achieved from the panels since these panels would get an
average of around 10% more solar radiation (Homer 2013). During snow melting, this will
slide off more easily from the panels due to their larger angle still, 30 days of winter production with clean panels can be as little as one summer day (Kosonen 2014 a).
Exponentially more weight on the bases of the supports, not affecting much in the average load of the area, since at the same time the system would have been more disperse,
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but dramatically putting in danger the surface underneath each of the overloaded areas,
especially the ones marked in yellow.
Less energy production during the morning and evenings for the larger angle of 40°
since this will be concentrated in the center hours of the day, instead of more distributed
throughout the day with the angle of 15°.

3.2

System carport

The system carport consists on a two row Schletter Park@Sol system carport that holds
432 solar panels from the brand Tianwei with a total peak power of 108 kW. Each carport
row consists of two smaller carport units, Fig. 3.6. Each of these carports units has 6 vertical support structures separated one to the next by a 5 meters parking gap for 2 cars.
The width of the narrow part of the foundations, which after installation remains over the
ground, is 0.250 meters. This width has to be diminished from the 5 meters gaps giving a
final free parking width in between support structures of 4.75 meters for two cars, Fig. 3.7.
The total length of the system carport (4 carport units) is around 110 meters and this has
capacity for 40 cars.

Fig. 3.6. Front view of one carport unit and its measures (Schletter GmbH 2013 b)

The structure of the 15° facing south system carport is made out of aluminum and it is
completely modular meaning that there is no need for welding, and so the installation time
is saved. This structure is used as a solar panel support and as such the inclination of this
is of major importance but though in this case panel’s inclination was not subject to additional weights, a larger angle would have made the carport look awkward and lose functionality.
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Apart from the carport delivered components but also part of this, concrete foundations
were made on site. These concrete foundations, on which the carport is held, are partially
buried in the ground, and unlike on the flat roof’s weight, these are all the same. The base
of the foundation or wider part is completely buried in the ground, weights 4167 kg and
has a volume of 1.667 m3 while narrow upper part measures are 1394 kg and 0.558 m3.
Each of the 24 foundation blocks has 109 kg of reinforced steel. The carport profile and
foundation block measures can be seen in Fig. 3.7. For further information look appendix
3.

Fig. 3.7. Profile view and measures of the carport’s support structure and foundation (Schletter

GmbH 2013 b)

3.3

Solar panels

The total first part of the project counts with 638 solar panels, from which 604 of them are
Tianwei and 34 from the Finnish company Cencorp.
Tianwei is represented by the polycrystalline TW250P60-FA and the monocrystalline
TWY250M660 module. Both modules have the same dimensions (1640 x 992 x 40) mm,
weight 19.5 kg and along with their manufacturer they both produce 250 W of peak power.
Their flash test, however, showed TW solar panels have an average power of 251.4 W.
These panels are easy to distinguish because of their color; the blue panel is the polycrystalline and the dark one the monocrystalline. Also, the polycrystalline panel’s surface is
entirely covered by silicon crystals, while the edges of the monocrystalline cells are cut
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resulting this in little square-shaped gaps around the surface of the panels, Fig. 3.8 (a)
and (b).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.8. Surface of the most used solar panels at LUT. Polycrystalline (a) and monocrystalline (b)

From the Company Cencorp, the panels are slightly lighter and smaller, 19 kg and dimensions of (1613 x 984 x 35) mm but they develop the same peak power which in terms
means their efficiency is higher. After the flash test, these panels also proved to have a bit
more average peak power, 251.2 W. See the panel in Fig. 3.5 and some of its values in
Table 3.3.
Both solar panels manufacturers have 10 years product warranty and a linear performance maximum aging degradation factor shown in Table 3.2 below.
Table 3.2. Aging degradation factor for Tianwei and Cencorp panels

Panel type

TW Poly

TW Mono

CC Poly

Degradation end of year 1

2%

3%

3%

Degradation end of year 2

3%

4%

Cumulative degrad. for years 3‒25

0.7 %

0.6 %

0.7 %
(after year 1)

Aging factor after 25 years

0.809

0.822

0.802

This age degradation represents the maximum aging losses the manufacturer claim their
panels have at the end of each year. For calculations, the average yearly degradation factor will be taken into account in chapter 5, and is graphically represented in Fig. 3.9.
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Fig. 3.9. Panel average aging derate factor per year and panel model

In Table 3.3 below, it can be found some other relevant characteristics of the 3 used panels along with their number in both the flat roof and the carport.
Table 3.3. Some characteristics of the 3 panels and their number on flat roof and carport areas.
For further information see appendices 1 and 2

Panel type

P [W]

Voc (V)

η [%]

T. Coeff. of Pmax [%]

n° on roof

n° on carport

TW Poly

250

37.8

15.3

−0.43

102

396

TW Mono

250

38.1

15.3

−0.47

70

36

CC Poly

250

38.6

17.0

−0.43

34

none

Where efficiency is the one from the whole panel, Voc is the open circuit voltage which is
used to calculate the maximum number of panels connected in the string for each inverter
(Gevorkian 2011, 44) and temperature coefficient of Pmax is relevant when calculating variation on energy output caused by temperature variation of the solar panel, (Gevorkian
2011, 51) e.g. Fig. 3.10. Because the power delivered by the panel is temperature dependent, the hottest the less electricity the panel will produce. When the panel is over 25
°C, its production decreases an amount equal to this temperature coefficient number
times the number of degrees over 25. Mind that if the panel´s temperature drops from 25
°C, this difference will be negative and the coefficient of Pmax is also negative resulting this
in an increment of electrical production. So, for a 250 Watts panel in direct sunlight at STC
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(25 oC panel temperature, 1.5 AM and 1000 W/m2 solar radiance) we should get 250
Watts of output from the panel. (IEC 61215)
In Fig. 3.10 (a), it can be seen the result of calculations at different temperatures along
with the manufacturers data and in Fig. 3.10 (b) and (c) there is shown a practical example from LUT’s data where it can be seen the 2 day variation on energy output due to
temperature and also humidity variation with clear sky.

Energy output variation

15%

10%

10%

6%

5%

0%

0%
‐5%

75˚C

65 ˚C

50 ˚C

35 ˚C
‐4%

‐10%

10 ˚C

0 ˚C

‐10%

‐15%
‐16%

‐20%
‐25%

25 ˚C

‐20%
Panel temperature

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3.10. Solar panel temperature dependence. (a) Results at different temperatures. (b) Power
readings from LUT’s solar plant. (c) Temperature during the data period (c). (Kosonen 2014 b)

This variation of electricity production happens because the power output varies and this
is due to the fact that solar cells drop their voltage when it gets hot or increases when
cold. Current varies in the opposite direction from voltage but its effect is practically unnoticeable compared with the one from the voltage Fig. 3.11. (Gevorkian 2011, 50)
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Fig. 3.11. Current, voltage and power output variation depending on panel temperature
(PVresources 2013)

3.4

Inverters

A solar inverter converts direct current (DC) output of a photovoltaic panel into alternate
current (AC), which is suitable to supply to the electricity grid. If the kind of installation requires more than one inverter, like in this occasion, it is important to choose compatible
inverters, (Gevorkian 2011, 69‒71).
The inverters model is the PVS300-TL-8000W-2 capable of converting a maximum of 8
kW power from DC to AC. The efficiency curve of these, in total 18 ABB inverters, is
shown in Fig. 3.12.As it can be seen, the efficiency drops when the inverters work at less
than 15 % of their nominal conversion power.
According to the European weighted efficiency (Euro-eta), the efficiency of these inverters
are 96.6 %, which is got by using efficiency values at different points instead of peak efficiency point (Solar Choice 2011).
In general, inverters technology is developing fast, and their efficiency can already be up
to 98 % (Teodorescu et.al. 2011, 28)
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Fig. 3.12. Solar Project inverter’s conversion efficiency dependency on power output (ABB, 119).

Referring to chapter 4 later on, most of the electrical connections on the flat roof are 17
panels connected in each string and 2 strings per inverter. These strings total peak power
is the peak power of the panel times the number of panels in both strings

*number of

panels*2 strings giving a total of 8.5 kW and though this is more than the power output of
these inverters. It is unlikely that such a panel output would reach the inverters due to
losses before the conversion process. Most of these significant losses along with the one
from the inverter are gathered in Table 3.4 as derate factors, which are the factors the
nominal power has to be multiply for to obtain the real output power. The nameplate derate factor is being modified since the value is the division of the flash test results, which
we have, by the nameplate power of 250 W from the panel manufacturer data sheets.
Table 3.4. Derate Factors for AC Power Rating at STC. (Gevorkian 2011, 134) Modifications underlined.

Component derate factors

Component derate value

Acceptable range

PV module nameplate DC rating

1.006

0.80–1.05

Inverter

0.966

0.88–0.98

Mismatch

0.980

0.97–0.995

Diodes and connections

0.995

0.99–0.997

DC wiring

0.980

0.97–0.99
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AC wiring

0.990

0.98–0.993

Soiling (dirt, bird drop, snow…)

0.950

0.30–0.995

System availability

0.980

0.00–0.995

Shading

1.000

0.00–1.00

Age (panel)

1.000

0.70–1.00

DC-to-AC derate factor

0.856

0.00–0.96

Note that the age factor in Table 3.4 is the same changing the factor from Fig. 3.9 and it is
1 at the beginning but it becomes smaller every year. Thus, the DC-to-AC derate factor is
the result of multiplying all the Table’s 3.4 components derate factors having to change
only the age factor. In order to calculate the overall derate factor, angular reflectance and
temperature losses, which according with PVGIS (Eurpean Union 2015) are 6.5 % and 4
%, respectively, are taken into account. The results of applying all the losses and derate
factors are in Fig. 3.13. Depending on the panel type, the first year’s average overall derate factor is between 0.74 and 0.76 while this is between 0.62 and 0.63 during the 25th
year.

Overall DC‐AC Derate Factor
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Fig. 3.13. Overall DC-AC Derate factor per year and panel type accounting for all the components
derate factor of Table 3.4 taking into account the variable of panel aging from Fig. 3.9 and losses
from reflectance and temperature
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3.5

Cables and connectors

Cables, apart from linking the panel series to the inverters, are also needed sometimes on
the flat roof’s installation as intermediate cables since panel cables are 1 meter long and
distances from in between rows is more. All in all, to cover the electrical installation of the
carport and flat roof from the solar panels to the inverters, 2 km of “IBC Flexi Sun” 6 mm²
cross section solar cable was needed. The “MC-Stecker Typ PV-KST 4/6II MC4 (Typ 4) 6
mm²” cable connectors are compatible with the MC4 connectors from the solar panels.
Some of these cables and their connectors can be seen in Fig. 3.14.

Fig. 3.14. Connection cables with and without connectors
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4. INSTALLATION PROCESS
The first phase of LUT’s solar plant (159.5 kW) was installed during the late summer and
autumn of 2013. First we will go through the installation process of the flat roof to follow
with the one from the carport.

4.1

Flat root

In the beginning, the purpose was to install on the roof a solar power plant with 8 groups
of 5 x 5 panels. The total area is over 12 meters long and 8.3 meters wide for each of the
8 groups summing up to 50 kW of peak power. The roof area is large enough to hold
these panels with 15 degrees inclination but the sizeable groups were too large for some
areas and often obstacles had to be avoided changing the sizes and/or configurations of
the panel groups. The result is already shown in Fig. 3.4 and has 206 panels and the total
installed power of 51.5 kW.
Before going through the process, it has to be mentioned that safety measures like the
use of capture equipment is mandatory around the working area. If the set-up of a building
does not permit it, safety harnesses are to be worn. All tools are to be secured appropriately and where necessary, the danger area on the ground is to be cordoned off. The
safety measures were in this case a fence around the perimeter of the installation and
safety harnesses.
The first components to be installed were the 6 ABB inverters (Fig. 4.1) and the security
fences as delivery of the rest of components arrived (Fig. 4.2).

Fig. 4.1. Outdoors installation of the 6 ABB inverters for the flat roof
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Fig. 4.2. Delivery on site. Security fences already installed on the borders of the roof

After unpacking the parts, the rails were spread over the flat roof. In order to be able to set
5 panel rows, which usually needed around 12 meters long rails, 2 of these rail units had
to be joined together like in Fig. 4.3.

Fig. 4.3. Joining up two 6 meter long rails. The protruding element coming out of the rail on the
right is a 20 cm aluminum part that fit inside the rails and help fixing them together

One of the requirements for the flat roof supports was that the system would not damage
the floor. To avoid this, the supports brand recommend using a bitumen surface protection
mat, whose measures are (300 x 110 x 20) mm and from which almost 7,000 units were
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used. These adhesive mats are pasted to the bottom of the rails. Schletter, the supports
manufacturer, suggested that the gap in between mats should be no more than 10 cm as
in Fig. 4.4. These mats were glued after spreading the rails over the roof, which proved to
be a mistake and should have being done while they were all together in a higher position
to facilitate their gluing. Some mats would not stay in their place if their installation happened on humid conditions and so, before adding weight to the racks, the mats had to be
stick again.

Fig. 4.4. Protection mats been glued under the rails. Gaps for water draining possibility

The next thing to do was distributing the wind safes across the rails and clamps by the
rails as illustrated in Fig. 4.5 (a). Only the fastening clamps (top subjection of the panel),
Fig. 4.6 required a tool for its installation for the rest of the subjections, they just needed to
be pushed in. The lower module bearings (front of the panel) can be seen already holding
the panel in Fig. 3.5 at the front and also in Fig. 4.5 (b and c). The module clamp (rear
subjection) pointed out in Fig. 4.6.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 4.5. Flat roof solar power plant under installation. (a) Distribution of wind safes on top of the
rails. (b) Module lower bearing. (c) Bearing adjusted to the rail

Fig. 4.6. TW polycrystalline solar panel clamped with module clamp at each corner of the panel.
Rear rail fastening clamp pointed with arrow over the base of the wind safe

Once the wind safes and both rail clamps were in place, the racks were secured with the
weights. The place for these is the wind safe base at the back of the panel covering the
fastening clamp from Fig. 4.6; only then, the solar panels could be set in place.
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The panel type distribution (mono-and polycrystalline modules) is shown in Fig. 4.7.
The process continued with the electrical connections from module to module forming series of 17 or 18 panels to follow with connections from panel series to inverters, shown in
Fig. 4.7 along with the panel distribution. Two series strings are connected to each inverter. For each of these series, two long cables had to be guided from the inverter to the series so they could be connected. Red and black colors were used to difference positive
from negative pole.
Cable housing and protection tubes protect cables from UV radiation and other agents
that could erode them.

Fig. 4.7. Warm colors for the polycrystalline panels and cold for the monocrystalline. Marked in red,
the protection casing for the cables

4.2

Carport

In the meantime, the foundations for the carport were being done on the site. This process
needed to be repeated 4 times since the mold was done for 6 foundation feet covering this
only one individual carport’s foundation. Each time, the foundations needed to be done in
two steps. For the first one, the uncompleted mold was the lower part of the foundation
Fig. 4.8(a) and only when this would dry, the mold would be completed Fig. 4.8(b) and
more concrete would be poured again to finish the foundations.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.8. Concrete carport foundation. (a) Lower part of the foundation full with fresh concrete. (b)
Completed casing for the top part of the foundation

In the meantime, in the parking area, the asphalt was being cut to later on, dig deep
enough to fit each of the 24 foundation blocks, Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10 (b).

Fig. 4.9. Cutting the asphalt where the foundations block would be placed
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.10. Lifting of a foundation block (a) to be set on its place (b)

After this, the foundations were set, leveled and buried in their place to follow with the assembling of the carport strut that will rest on the foundations, Fig. 4.11 (a) and (b).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.11. Strut of the carport assembled. (a) Structure mounting process on the ground. (b) Setting
on place of the first strut. At the back the first two carport foundations already buried

In the next step, the aluminum purlins were set transversally on top of the structure supports to later on, support all the solar panels, Fig. 4.12. The panels were set in place with
the help of an electrical lifting device (Fig. 4.13) and held to the transversal purlins with
clamps, leaving an approximately 2 cm gap within modules. This gap makes the solar
carport not waterproof for which an underroof is needed. These underroof covers, at the
same time, hides all the cabling under the modules as in Fig. 4.14.
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In Fig. 4.12 can be seen support structure at the foot, purlins on the asphalt at the center
and farther away purlins mounted with panels on them on the left and partially mounted on
the right.

Fig. 4.12. Carport under installation

Fig. 4.13. Solar panel installation with the help of an electrical lifting device

In Fig. 4.14 the underroof, the transversal purlins on the sides, some connections from
panel to panel and the squared cells of the polycrystalline solar panels on top.
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Fig. 4.14. Side view in between underroof and solar panels on the carport

The carport had its panels also connected in serial but since the number of modules was
432 and only 12 inverters were available, all of the two series per inverter were of 18 panels each. The process was similar to the one in the flat roof, only that for this it was used
the lifting device and after the connections and before the underroof was installed, a voltmeter had to be used to confirm the circuit was properly connected.
The last part of the carport installation included the connections of all the cables to the inverters, the wooden roof that links the two carport units of each row of carports, the gutters and the lights of the carport. Fig. 4.15 shows finished carport.

Fig. 4.15. Finished carport
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5. RESULTS
In this occasion we find out the total price and the price per watt of this solar project, the
energy produced every year and the payback time. After having into account all the expenses of this project, 60 778 € and 224 128 € for flat roof and carport, respectively, we
group them all up to form the price share from Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. These prices already include the 30% economical support the University was conceded for investing in solar electrical production (TEM 2015).

Transportation
& vehicle
support
1%

Others
0%

Installation
work
18 %

Panels
36 %

Electrical work
and
accessories
21 %
Supports and
foundations
20 %
Inverters
4%
Fig. 5.1. Flat roof price share of their components
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Fig. 5.2. Carport price share of their components
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The price per installed watt of 1,18 €/W and 2,08 €/W for flat roof and carport, respectively, is the result of dividing price by installed power and is an easy way of comparing power
plant investment costs.
To be able to calculate the payback time, we need to know how much production and how
much that production saves to the electrical bill of the university.
Firstly, we will calculate the energy the flat roof and the carport are supposed to produce
every year throughout their service life. For this we need the overall derate factor for each
year from Fig. 3.13.

(5.1)

,

Energy produced by the flat roof TW poly panels

,

[kWh/a]

Number of TW polycrystalline panels
Power of a TW polycrystalline panel

[W]

Peak power hours per year

[h/a]

Derate factor depending of year
From (5.1) we obtain as an example the Tianwei polycrystalline panel’s electricity production from the first year. The rest of the values for each year are represented in Fig. 5.3 and
5.4 for flat roof and carport, respectively. Peak power hour value for the Lappeenranta area and 15 degrees panels can be obtained from the software of PVGIS.
,
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Fig. 5.3. Flat roof electricity production during 25 years
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Fig. 5.4. Carport electricity production during 25 years

We now know the production forecast is around 120 MWh during the first year and LUT

Power (kW)

will be using all this produced electricity as Fig. 5.5 states.
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Fig. 5.5. Electricity demand compared to solar plant electricity production on July 2013 (Kosonen
2014 b)

Secondarily, to calculate how much LUT will save after the initial investment, we need to
know what the final price of the electricity is.

(5.2)

,

Savings for each year

[a]

Price of electricity

[€/MWh]

We can assume 100 and 150 €/MWh for a two cases scenario. The first price is closer to
what LUT pays and the second to what a household owner does. Once these savings in
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energy are calculated, we can diminish them from the initial investment. This is graphically
represented in the payback time in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 for flat roof and carport, respectively.
In (5.2), there is calculated the savings from the same group of panels from (5.1).
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Fig. 5.6. Payback time for the flat roof with zero interest rate
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Fig. 5.7. Payback time for the carport with zero interest rate
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From Figs. 5.6 and 5.7, we can see that even with no interest rate a solar plant might not
be interesting from the point of view of an investor but at least with prices of two years ago
the flat roof investment will meet a payback time before the system decommissioning. The
carport is an expensive structure in itself but at least here it is being taken advantage of
and produces electricity at the same time it serves as what it is, a carport.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
Though there is no doubt about the amount of solar radiation arriving to our planet and its
possibilities still, for a northern country like Finland, many are skeptical. The goal of this
work, while staying neutral about solar PV production, was to document and find economical results about the solar power plant at LUT so that others could read about the process
and learn what was done in LUT about solar PV or just make their own conclusions about
this kind of projects in Finland.
At the beginning, in the acquisition process, LUT placed the requirements for the future
solar power plant components. At this point we realized that some of the demands that
were set for the components might be unnecessary and limited the offers of the manufacturers leaving some likely good components or even manufacturers out of the process.
This step should be well thought through because not only the final price of components
depends on it but also installation times, system performance and thus payback time or
final project’s price.
While choosing the angle of the flat roof system in search of the desired amount of solar
radiation the weight, especially in areas with snow in winter, has to be paid attention to. If
a roof can’t be drilled nor the system can be attached to anything, it could end up having a
critical amount of additional weight on it which might force the panels to be set on a flatter
position loosing solar radiation but winning installation area for more panels. This is a
compromise between better solar radiation and more installed power. Depending on the
case, more expenses could be added to the process in form of more expensive supports,
installation times, rented or purchase area, etc. In the installation of LUT, a 15° was chosen for which only when there is at least 47 cm of snow, the roof can be considered partially overloaded. With this angle the amount of area per panel, 2.4 m2, suffers a great difference for 40° or optimal angle, 7.2 m2, while the solar radiation does not change but
from 1020 to 1100 maximum hours a year.
The final price per watt for the flat roof is 1.18 €/W and 2.08 €/W for the carport. The price
for the flat roof is here the one to be looked at since the carport is not just a solar PV installation but also a carport from which you get more than just electricity production. Both
prices from 2013 for the flat roof and the carport, include a 30% economical support from
TEM.
In a not so favorable position we can find that the solar radiation in the area of LUT is of
1040 maximum hours which isn’t the one from southern countries but is it enough? Again
if we follow the example of the flat roof’s installation we can calculate that the payback
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time is around 16 years without using interest rate or electricity price changes in the future. The success of a solar power plant in the future is mainly going to depend on the
rate of self-consumption of the produced energy, the prices of the electricity for the life
time of the solar power plant and on whether the prices of the components will keep dropping or not.
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